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Data management

Merge, align and validate your data in orgvue

One of the reasons many businesses struggle to understand their organization and 

implement a design is a misdirected approach to their workforce data.

The nature of organizational data means it’s often incomplete and constantly changing, and 

maintaining integrity becomes an almost impossible task. Large organizations often have their data 

scattered across many systems and in different markets, making it even more difficult to view, 

manage and analyze. This can quickly impact decisions taken on the back of that data and get in 

the way of your plans.

So, how do you make sure you have the right processes in place to bring workforce, organizational 

and business data together with confidence, and link all elements of the system to support your 

growth?

orgvue brings your global workforce data together from different systems into one single source of 

truth. It enables you to visualize it from different angles in an easy, yet powerful way and allows you 

to align it and remove inconsistencies where necessary – whether that’s deduplicating it, renaming 

labels or merging categories. 

This will create the structure and foundation for any analysis or action you might want to 

take within your organization.

Why orgvue?

Managing large amounts of data at scale
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orgvue ensures the right people have access to the right data by limiting access and visibility to 

some users but still allowing them to model. That way you can ensure sensitive information 

stays confidential and is only accessible to those with viewing permission.
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The orgvue implementation hub allows 

you to bring your data together from 

systems such as payroll, HCM, skills or 

diversity and automate it if needed. 

Alternatively, orgvue allows you 

manually add data from spreadsheets. 

How it works

Screenshot of orgvue showing the user manually adding rate card data to 

current data from an excel sheet

1. Bring your data together into

one single source of truth

orgvue’s implementation hub, showing the user merging HCM data with current vacancies data

2. Visualize your data in powerful ways

Once you’ve loaded your data into the platform, you can draw insights instantly using orgvue’s pre-

built visuals. Choose between many different graph types, customize the color palette to suit your 

needs, and zoom in and out to see your organization at multiple levels. 

View of org by regions using different graph types

Rate cards.csv
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3. Realign inconsistencies to guarantee quality

As you visualize your data, you may notice inconsistencies. There may be duplicated labels, 

missing information or other types of errors. This often happens when data is brought in from 

different sources. Use orgvue’s drag-and-drop simplicity to perform actions such as merging data 

types with different labels like gender, region and job title, and remove inconsistencies to create one 

version of the truth.

Identifying inconsistencies in the reporting lines using orgvue (two roles reporting to the Personal Assistant 

instead of CEO). Solve this by selecting the positions and dragging and dropping them onto the CEO role.

Orgvue is compliant with local data protection regulations

To offer you world-class security and data privacy

orgvue is built with standardized security and data provisions, as well as defined service levels 

for all clients. 

By default, orgvue has no access to client data. Our clients are exclusively responsible for 

managing access control to their orgvue environment. orgvue enables access control at multiple 

levels, with support for both Role (RBAC) and Attribute-Based Access Control(ABAC) as well as 

Single Sign On (SSO) with multi-factor authentication.

.• ISO Accredited • SDLC incorporating secure coding practices

• Cloud Security Alliance accredited • Hosted on AWS (high security)

• GDPR compliant • Encrypted data at rest, in transit to AES256 (GCM)
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For more information please contact:

+44 (0) 20 3633 1090

www.orgvue.com

orgvue, the leading organizational planning and design SaaS platform, harnesses the power of 

data visualization and modeling to build more adaptable, better performing organizations in an 

era of constantly changing market dynamics. HR, finance and business leaders use the platform 

to take control of their business and make faster, more confident data-driven decisions to 

fearlessly build the organizations they want tomorrow, today. 


